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EXECUTIVF SUIKMARY

The purpose of this study project wus to examine the

methods being used by a major industrial concern in managing

the development of a highly complex weapon system. The approach

being employed by the International Business Machines Corpor'a-

tion (ID:) in their role as the System Prime Contractor (SPC)

for the navy's Light Airborne Multi-Purpose System (LAMIS)

was chosen.

The study focuses on the management techniques proposed

by the contractor that were a major factor in his being selected

over three other hiphly qualified firms. The study in impor-

tant as an example of current management thinking within the

navy department and defense industry -- the contract having

just been signed in the spring of this year (1074'). Also,

during the course of the effort the writer was notified of

his transfer to the project office under study, thereby

heightening the level of personal importance.

First, liaison was established with the LAMFS project office

in Jefferson Plaza. There accees was gal.ned to the project

Development Concept Paper (DCP) and the Requesit for Quotation

(RFQ) for their System Prime Contractor, The IBM project

office in Jefferson Plaza provided use of the company's pro-

posal.

The DCP gave insight into the philosophy behind the raquire-

mdnts in -he government's request to industry. The RFQ estab-

lished -the work to be done and constra.ints to be considered.

li



The IBM proposal was quite large. It conslstnd of !our

volumes, the Nmanarement Volume, the Technical Volbme, the

Cost/rrice Volume and a Documentation Volume. Attention was

focused on the Mariagement Volume and iti twelve sections.

The major areas of that volume were then studied and analyzed

in relation to management theories existing in text books and

business articles,

Although mcst of the techniques presented are similar to

those commonly seen throughout the defense industry, there were

some interesting innovations being applied that may be of value

to other programs. The most pervasive technique was one of locat-

ing the company's Deputy Project Manager in an office virtually

ad.joining the navy's project office. This was po-:sible because

of the commercial quarters being utilized by the navy. The
communication and coordination enhancement that has resulted

from 'his arrangement is already being seen by the project office.

The contractor, as might be expected, is also extensively

applying automatic date processing cap~ability to the tracking,

of costs, schedules, performance configuration nd logistics,

The existence of company models in all of these areas, that need

only to be tailored for the LA,.:!S applications, greatly reduces

the time required to bring this capability into service.

The use of joint government/contractor boards to manage

change and to integrate logistics efforts is presented as an

effective means of keeping contractor furnished and government

furnished equipments compatible.

i~1.
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INTRODrCTI1(N

The navy has long rAco•gnited the need to provide its

destroyer fleet with more offensive capability against subma-

rincs and more defensive capability aeainst missile attack.

Pursuant to this need, the navy developed and put into operation

the Drone Anti-Submarine Helir;npter (DASH) eystem. Difficul-

ties with reliable control of this unmanned helicopter has led

to the initiation of a development program to provide manned

helicopter support for destroyers and other escort ships. The

program has been designated LA4IWS for Light Airborne Multi-

Purpose System.

In the summer of 1973, the Defense System Acquisition

Review Council (DSARC) concurred with the navy's recommendation

to proceed into full scale development of the system and sup-

ported the "bringing on board' of an industrial system Integra-

tor who could eventually replace the navy laboratory currently

charged with this responsibility. At that time, the Naval Air

Developnent Center had been performing the system integration

function and was expected to continue through pilot production.

When in the fall of 1973 the Chief of Naval Operations

Issued requirements for an expansion of the LAMPS mission, a

decision was made.

a.) to accelerate the effort to acquire an indus-
trial focal point for integration of the many
sub-systems.

b.) to expand the role of this industrial source to
system prime contractor with eventual total sys-
t&m responsibility.



c.) to direct the contractor's attention to the new

requirements and the need for system re-definition.
d.) to plan for an earlier transition from NADC to a

system prime contractor for integration control.

Everyone was aware that the LA.MPS concept involved inte-

grntion problems unlike those previously faced in naval avia-

tion. It brought together in an intimacy never before required

the "black shoe navy" (shipboard personnel) and -he "brown shoe

navy" (aviation personnel). Incompatibilities between these

two groups would be magnified and accentuated because of the

close team work necessary to create the synergistic effect

expected of the air-ship team. The environment would be much

different from that existing on an aircraft carrier where air-

craft ,Are operated in groups and ship-to-air coorditnation is

less critical. The aircraft was now an extension of the ship

and almost constantly under its control.

Logistics considerations were enormous in scope. The

traditional advantages of consolidated maintenance and supply

for naval aircraft were no longer applicable. Training was

&lso complicated by the dispersion of operating units. It was

obvious that some new concepts in integrated logistics support

would have to be developed within the avi.ation community. To

help solve the myriad of problems anticiprted with implementing

this concept into an efficient and effective weapon system, the

navy now sought industry. (1,14-2)

A Request for Quotation (RFQ) was issued in November 1073.

Four major corporations responded, ISA, Grumman, General Electric

and Sperry. Selection was based on a combination of factors



which included management, technical appproach and cost.

The successful contractor was IBM Curporation. (2,t-1)

The IBM proposal conuisted of a Management Volume, a

Technical Volume, a Documentation Volume and a Cost/Price Vol-

ume. The Managemert Volume cnnoisted of twelve sections dealingv
with various facets of the program. This study will illustrate

the key elements of the management plan arid discuss the relation-

chip between the proposed approaches and published management

theory. An attempt will be made to predict the degree of suc-

cess that one night expect from the techniques proposed. The

use of fundame;vitals and innovations will be illuminated and

discussed from an academic viewpoint.

Unfortunately, the contract has not been in effect long

enough to observe any results of consequence. It should be

noted, however, that in discussion with personnel in the navy

project office it was indicatoa that performtane to date h~s

been most encouraging and that the communication facilitated

by the close proximity of cognizant contrac-tor personnel has

been most effective. Coordination of government and contra!.-

tor efforts in pursuit of the program are expected to be excel-

lent throughout the development as a result of the effective-

ness of the communication system that has b.en established.

-3-
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Study Proect Methodology

In order to establish a foundation for study of the

contractor's management approach, I felt it necessary to

investigat:e in some depth the evolution of the navy's re-

quirements. Through the cooperation of the LAMPS project

office, I was able to obtain a copy of Development Concept

"raper (DCP) Number 85, This is the DCP which covers develop-

ment of the IAMPS and which was approved last summer by the

Defense Acquisition Review Council (DSARC). It contained

a plan to transition primary responsibility for system

integration from the Naval Air Development Center to an

industrial source.

This then provided the basis for the government's

request to industry. Although the phasing, scope and focus

of the contractor's role was subsequently modifici by the

expanded requirements imposed by the Chief of Naval Opera-

tions in the fall of that year, the plan to "bring industry

on board" was rooted in the DC?. (3;10)

The navy's Request for Quotation (RFQ) ccntained some

challenging requirements, as can be seen in 'the contract

statement of work. (Figure 1) The contractor is given the

opportunity to revise government specifications so that he

can be required to warrant performance equal to or exceeding

those specifications. This is a necessary pre-condition to

the application of tnh Total System Responsibility clause

-4-
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SECTION E - SUPPLIES OR SjRVICES AND ESTIMATED COSr AND FU

JIM nlien or Scrvioes To&al Estimated Cost

0001 Revised LAMPS MK-fIf Major Subsystem Integrated

Specification

0002 List of Candidate Equipments

0003 Aircraft and Shipboard Computer Software

0004 Integrated Test Plan for Selected Candidate Equipments

0005 Integration and Installation of CFE and GFE Into
Prototype System

0008 Demonstration of the Prototype System

0007 Pilot Production System Specifications and Documentation

0008 Reliability and Maintainability Program

0009 Systems Management

0010 Technical Assistance for the NADC H-2 Test Program

0011 Technical Data for Items 0001 thru 0010 (See Exhibit A)

0012 Financial and Administrative Data (See Exhibit• B)

Total Estimated Cost $ 13,052,3?12.O
Fixed Fee $ 7 9 -3
Total Estlrimated Cost plus

Fixed Fee $ 13 4.00

Figure 1

-5-



in pilot production (Phase II). Under the development

contract, (Phase I) the contractor would be required to

perform corrective action to specifications or hardware to

an extent not to exceed $400,000. (Figure 2) The Total

System Responsibility clause (Figure 3) to be applied in

the pilot production contract would share corrective action

on a 50/50 basis until zero fee had been reached. There-

after, further corrective action would be performed without

fee and withcut any increase in cost.

The contractor was required to develop interface

agreements between himself and the suppliers of government

furnished equipment, which was to be integrated into the

LAMPS. (Figure 4) He would not be allowed to make personnel

changes without notifying the government and justifying the

equivalency of the replacement. (Figure 5)

Other parts of the RFQ also support the tone of the

navy's desire to hire a contractor who would prepare him-

self managerially, as well as, technically to take overall

responsibility for the ability of the LAMPS to meet require-

ments.

Throughout the study, management literature was consulted

3n those areas that corresponded to points developed in the

IBM management proposal. Books and articles were the primary

source of academic material with particular use of material

dealing with project management.

--6-
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H - SCHEDULE

J-15 ASSUMPTION OF TOTAL SYSTEM RESPONSIBILITY.

A. The Contractor shall assume total System Resoonsibiliiy
in the Fleet environment if awarded a contract for Phases II and I7.
Such total System Ioesnonsibility shall be imolemented in accordance
with Section J-16 Total System Resuonsibility which the parties
agree shall be the minimum requirement incoruorated into any Phase II
and Phase I! contract for the LAMPS MK-1lI System.

B. Upon the completion of this contract the Contractor agrees, as
requested by the Governmentio Derfor'm corrective action (which shall
not be subject to reimbursement by the Government) or reimburse the
Government for Government corrective 'aCtion to correct any defect
in Contractor refined and/ - revised specifications, or in a system
produced in adherence to t )so svecifications, resulting in failure
to moot desired characteristics that were nredicted as a result of
oerforma ice of this contract. However, Contractor shall not be required
to perform L. u coh Crrectivo action, to an extent in excess of, or
reimburse the Government in an amount in excess of S400 000. To the
extent that corrective action is performed in excess of S400, 000 such
correctivo action shall be contracted for separately. This subuaragraoh
shall be suporseded and reulaced by apolicable oortions of Daragravih
J-16 in the event the Contractor is awarded a Phase II contract.

Figure 2
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SCHEDULE C 4,

j-16 TOTAL SYSTEMV RlESPONSIBIL~ITY
(This clause is to be incorporated into any Phase H a-ad 1ll Contract)

(a) The Contractor has represented and this contract has been
executed on the basis that the Contractor has reviewed., refined and sub-
.stantially revised the specifications (which term, includes drawings)
recited in Soction F of this contrac-t entitled "Description or
Specifications. " -Such specificationg -zt forth the performance requirements
for the Contractor's proposed LAMUPS MNK-IIL System. Accordingly,.
notwithstanding any con~ljiCt or inconsistency which hereafter may be f ound
between achievement ol: the aforosaid performance requirements and
Rdherence to the Conitractor's proposed design for the LAMPS Xfl(-1l,
the Contractor hereby wvarrants that the LAMPS NLII--flI to be delivored or
performed hereunder wvill meet or exceed the performance requirements of
the said specifications.

(b) The Contractor hereby acknowledges that it has no right
to assert against the Government. its officers, agents or employees,
any claimis or demands with respe.-L to tha aforesaid specifications as
are in effect on the date, of award of this contract (i) based upon impossibility
ot pcrfor mance; defectivye, inaccurate, unfeas ible, insufficient or invalid
spocif ications, implied wa-rranties of. suitalm~Jlity of --uc specifications; or
00i otherwise derived from Uie aforesaid specifications, and hereby waives
any clatin9 or demands so based or derived as might otherwise arise.

(c) Notwithqtand~ng the "Changfes" clause or any other clause
of this contract, the Conitractor hereby agrees that no changes to aforesaid
eSpzcLfications which may be necessary tn perinit achievement of the p-erforman
requirements or any otheor technical requirements not inconsistent with
such porformance requirements specilied herein for L1h0 Contractor's
propo~qed LAMIPS MTK-1I[ System shall entitle the Contractor either to any
increaqe in thOr1 otiated totnl est~cost or fix~ed fee naz get forth in Fe ~o
this cu;atract e:.Aitled ",Supplies or Services" or to anyv extension oi ethceEo

- dolivery times for the LAMPS MIK-lII System beyond those set forth in
Section If of this contract entitled "Deliveries or Performance, except
as set forth ins ubpa-ragraphs (d), (e), and (f).

(d) The Contractor shall during any Phase 11 contract upon
Government reques-. p.crformanv corrective action required to make the system
conform to performance specifications prepared during, the Phase I contract.

Figure 3
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Thn cost of Phase 11 corrective action shall be chared on a 50/50
basis bctvyccn 13BM anid the Navy until a zoro f"~ is reached. Tnere~iter,
further corrective action shall be uoerformed without fee and without
any increavo in the negotiated total estimated cost. This subparagraph
shall,in addition to the iorovialons of other subparagraohs hereof,apt~ly
If the Government Furniched Ecuivments and/or Contractor
Furnishod 'Eauloments moot their resaective specifications, but

* when ovaluated by a mutually agreed upon means, the system fails to
moot total system performance tauc to defective Contractor refined
anA/or revised Eyeelfications.

(e) If C"ontractor Is to furnich Contractor Furnished
Equiuments (CFE) under t>.e Phise 11 and/or M1 contracts on a fixed-
orice basla, Contractor shall correct any OFE which fails to meet
Contractor iprorared, refined and/or re-vised specifications at no
coist to t&o Government mirsuant to an annroprlate clause or clauses
which shall be incortorated Into the contract(s).

" "U hring XThrice IL the Contractor shall, uuon Governm~ent
request, =-rform corr,-ctive action or reimburse theGovernment for
Govcriim%-rt corro-etive action (either of which will be subject to
rcimbursoment of 50OW of the costs uD to a maximum agreed upon
limit) rc!-ultinm from edoficicncies in LAMPS MKfIsystem soecificationa
discovorad Q'urinm; the first two yrears of Fleet ouaration. The
Contractor warrants that ho will correct at no cost to the Government,
vursuant to an avoropriaze clauce or clauses which shall be incornorated
Into tho Phase III contract, all CFE in each system delivered under
a Phase III contract for a oariod of two years after delivery.

Figure 3 (cont.)

-9-
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J-2 INTEFACE ENTS

The Contraotor ahall enter into binding interface agreements
with cource, furniohing oquipmont to the Government which is to
bo integrated into tho LAX"PS IrA III Systeam. Such agreements

or rolationrhips created shall not be considered "sub-contract"
C for purposes of the clauae of the General Provisions entitled

"~Dofau.t".

Figure 4

N00019-74-C-0415

J-22 NOTICE OF PERSONNEL CHANGE

V01111,1 Ii. Section VII and Volume III, Sect!on X1I of the Contractor's

propos1al identilied po.sonmel assizned to the contract. 'f any of those

porioinoi do not perform such assignment other personnel may be substituted,

providing they have equivalent or superior qualifications, and providirng the

Contractor notifIc-S PM-15. in writing, with a copy to the Procuring Contracting

Officer (PCO), v4,v t•h ACO (Ad:nnirtrative Contracting Officer). Such

notification will provide when the personnel ceased to perform auch

as•ignmont and the name, education and experience (f his replacement,
nf any.

Figure 5

-10-



•jro~eet anarmerent

IBM's project management organization featureds

a.) A strong dedicated project manegement team with
extensive experience in system management.

b.) Interface manarement of associate contractor
and GFE (Government Furnished Equipment)
supplier relationships through Associate Con-
tractor aareements.

c.) A deputy Program Manager with full authority
resident at the navy rroject office.

d.) Full visibility of cost, schedule, and perfor-
mance data.

e.) Continual intelface with all Navy agencies with
LMS responsibilities.

The company proposed a matrix organization of both pro-

Ject and functional structures. Project elements were to

focus their attention on the specific program requirements and

to provide skills needed throughout the life of the program.

The iine organization of supporting specialists would then

receive technical direction from the appropriate project

manager. This philosophy is designed to allow the project

manager to obtain time-dependent services he requires and to

release them from program accountability when they are no

longer required. Thet functional organization applies skills

across many programs ir the most efficient manner. This

organizational concept had proven effective on all of IBNM's

major programs. (Figure 6)

The comipany project manager is delegated full authority

in a company charter and reports directly to the Assistant

General Manager of the Electronics Systems Center of the Fed-

eral Systems Division. The Electronics Systems Center reports

-11
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to the President of the Federal Systems Division who is also

a corporate Vice-rresidento A special audit group *us created
to review the JANIVS project quarterly and report directly to

the President of the Federal Systems Division. This aud't group

was to be headed up by Federal Systems Division Vice-Iresident

for Technolcgy.

*.The use of .I Technical Advisory Group is a management

technique that IBM is enploying on major contracts. This group
provides an independent assessment of system design to assist
the project manager. The LAKPS ChLf Scientist is chairman
of the Technical Advisory Group, which consists of leading

engineers and senior scientists from Electronics Systems
Center, Federal Systems Center, and the Research Division.
The group would be convened proceeding major program mile-

stones to review hardware and sof'tware desicgr. A..... AAt on

would be formalized and submitted to the LAN'TS project manager

for consideration.

A Deputy Project Manager would be assifned to the navy
project office. He would set up an office in close physical

proximity so that he could function as an extension of the

navy project office. The Deputy Project Manager will be
supported by a select team of experienced personnel to pro-

vide quick response to customer problems. The group would
assist in the preparation of presentations, draft correspon-

dence, liaison with other navy offices, and provide access to
program data available at the Electronics Systems Center. The

-13-



Deputy k'roject Manager would represent IBM on the Configuration

Control Board, presenting the results of company investigations

of proposed engineering changes and Illuminating any effects on

interface areas.

A conscious decision was made br the company to assign a

Deputy Program Manager to support the navy project manager,

rather than a normal liaison representative. It was anticipated

that most requests would be met by on-site personnels however,

when necessary the Deputy Project Manager had full authority

designated fromi the Project Manager to assign resources from

any location to respond to navy requests.

A key member of the project office was to be the LAMPS

Interface Manager. His position had been established to

increase management involvement in those areas of the total

system that require cooperative efforts between associate con-

tractors, GFE suppliers and IBY subcontractors. He was to be:

responsible for personal contacts with program managers from each

of the associate contractors, major GFE suppliers and subcontrac-

tors, The complexity of the industrial team that supports the

LAMPS project required full time management. The Interface ,'.:ana-

ger would obtain management commitment for each of the subsystems

from the appropriate industrial source, review cost targets and

assess progress. He would be the chairman of IBM on-site reviews

by teams of specialists ascertaining the sources' capability to

achieve program objectives.

The contractor's proposed employment of a matrix

-14-
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project organization to manage the program wou'.d, of course,

seem logical to his navy customer. I was reminded of Per

Jonaeon'u statement after having, observed a number of United

States firMn3 utilizing project management.

Project management has had some spectacular successes,
particularly in top-priority U. S, military (weaponry)
and space (lunar exploration) prom.:rams. But despite its
occlaim es another manapement miracle, project management
as a corporate innovation -- has too often fail-d to
live up to its advance notices. And this point has not
received much publicity.

Some comnpanies that have adopted th, project manag.ement
approach aIrcidy are verging on disillusionmentl they
have simply been unable to make it work. Until too late,
they failed to realize that project management can be
more trouble than it is worth unless its major problems
are atticipated and dealt with before the system goes
into operation. ( ,I.1)

I was encouraged by tho considerable experience the

company had had in applying project management to other pro-

grams, and I noticed some innovations that could have b,'en

developed to deal with some of the problems associated with

project management. The individuals selected for key positions

within the project office had engineering and management

backgQrounds.

One cannot help but wonder whether these men possess

the "different attitude regarding the classic management fun-

ctions of control, coordination, communication and the setting,

of performance standards ( 5150) that Paul Caddis contends

is needed by tCe project manager. He points out that he must

know how to manage a high proportion of professionals who

generally require an understanding of the "why" of tasks and

-15-



r
rviscdt attempts to mandate the "how.w lle cautions, how-

ever, that although detailed supervision ohould rnot ;e

imposed upon the professional worker, Tionothelecs, he should

never be excused from the responsibility of having to produce

in acco.-dance with the exacting requirements of his profession.

Having placed competent individuals in the key po, itions

within the project office, the contractor now proposed to

locate the Deputy in close physical proximity to the navy's

project office. This technique assures the close communication

and working relationship that must be developed between customer

and the supplier. It can help to build the trust so necessary

to effective communications. It has been pointed out by

T.M. H{igham (6; 1-10 ) that in most studies of communication

between individuals ,and groups scant recognition is given to

wh-at; is, peiriii. the one fac-t which we do know from experience

about it -- that if a pej'son dislikes or mistrusts us, he is not

likely to be receptive to what we have to say, and his version of

our words is likely to be distorted by his personal opinion of

us, or his preconceived notions about our motives. The occur-

rence of effective communicatio,n would, therefore, appear unlikcly

if not proceeded by feelings of trust among the participating

parties.

Another key position established within the project

office recognizes the need for effective cooperation with

other contractors supplying Government Furnished Equipment

for integration. The Interface lh'anarer must have the broad
-16-
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wo77k experience and education that Lawrence and Lorsch

contend are characteristic of effective integrators. ( 7t4o )

Does he also have the personality traits that Lawrence

and Lorach maintain are equally important? Does he work well

with people and seek opportunities for interaction? Is he

verbally fluent? Enthusiastic? Imrginative? Assertative?

Humorous? If the industry team that will be brought together

to accomplish the IAMYS development is to be effective, the

Interface Manager of the system prime contractor will have

to be the epitome of the "effective intogrator." He must

be able to generate the inter-¶industry trust that is uncharac-

teristic of the highly competitive environment of defense

industry. Can he convince traditional rivals that all will

benefit appropriately from success of the program?

Likert (R,42-4c) talks of the need for the development

of a supportive relationship where each group sees an exper-

ience as contributinjr to their sense of personal worth and

importance, In a sense, the Interface Manager must create this

condition between his company and the other major suppliers.

This position will have to be evaluated regularly by

government personnel. It will need much support in it-i

dealings with GFE suppliers from within thýý company and within

the navy.
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Design-to-Cost Management

IBM reasoned that Design-to-Cost management would be

very similar to a continuing vigorous value engineering pro-

gram. They sited raany instances on previous contracts where

value engineering change proposals resulted in substantial

cost savings without performance degradation.

Professional estimators would begin by analyzing the

technology involved, labor required, test and manufacturing

methods and other factors which would combine to give cost

figures. Allocations would then be made to the major sub-

systems and targets presented to each manager foi his written

concurrence prior to release of his budget. Each •.anager would

maintain an individuval performance plan to be reviewed regularly

by the project mRnager. Employees would be motivated to parti-

cipate by submitting creative ideas for reducing cost. Certifi-

cates, gifts and recognition are awarded on an internal point

system. 2400 awards were made in 1973.

IBM recognized that early in the program agreement must

be made between the contractor and the navy on realizable cost

thresholds; minimization of support costs to be considered as

well as acquisition costs, Cost and performance must have

equal priority in system desigr. Prioritization of perfor-

mance functions would be necessary to assist design teams in

cDnsideration of trade-offs.

Design teams would review military standards and speci-

fiations for requirements that impact substantially on hard-
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ware cost and assess operational utility. Waivers must be

obtained where appropriate if cost were to be minimized.

Company studies had shown considerable cost savings possible

by designing directly to conditions in which the equipment

was expected to operate, rather than to military standards.

The contractor would also analyze Government Furnished Equip-

went (GFE) and recommend elimination of unnecessary require-

ments adversely impacting cost.

A review board would meet weekly to review cost problems.

The board to consist of the program office, system engineering,

design engineering and manufacturing engineering. A decision

would be made by the board to either,

a.) stay with the performance and accept the cost
b.) implement a less expensive method and accept

less performance
c.) redesign the function

If (a) is chosen, reallocation of the cost gcals must be

made to maintain overall system cost. If (b) is chosen, per-

formance requirements must be reallocated to maintain perfor-

mance thresholds. Should (c) be chosen, schedule impact must

be assessed and necessary ad4 stments made to maintain overall

schedule constraints.

The board would only consider problems and not interfere

with individual engineer responsibilities within their goals.

This policy was adopted in the interest of minimizing the "red

tape" of board review.

Navy input would be sought, whenever overall goals were

threatened, to consider substitution of equipments, alternate

-19-
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configurations, dletiQn of functions and decisions on hold-

ing cost or performance. Government Furnished Equipment (GFE)

suppliers would be assisted by IBM in identifying cost reduc-

tion approaches. Navy assistance would be necessary in accom-

plishing corrective action on GFE that impacted on system cost

goals. IBM would make recommendations to the Configuration

Control Board concerning effects of proposed changes on develop-

ment, procurement and support costs. IBM has been successful in

using software to compensate for hardware deficiencies and

intended to continue to investigate this possibility to avoid

expensive hardware changes.

Life Cycle Cost modeling was to be a part of the Design-

to-Cost management effort. The company had a Life Cycle Cost

model developed in accordance with the Department of Defense

Life Cycle Costing Guide for System Acquisition. The model

used estimates of failure rates, unit costs, utilization rates,

projected lifetimes and logistic concepts in computing operating

and support costs. Refinement of the LAMPS model would continue

throughout the program as test data was acquired. Close Navy/

Contractor coordination would be necessary in defining inputs.

Cost impact of variances would be visible using the LCC model.

Consequences of selecting alternatives could then be compared

and assist the decision making process.

The company had obviously responded to the customer's

concern about reducing the cost of acquiring, operating and

supporting complex weapon systems. Department of Defense

interest in reducing the cost of its future weapon systems is

-20-
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at an unparalleled high. Nothing is sacred anymore. High

performance is a dirty word. "Gold plating" is suspected at

every turn. Standards and military specifications are being

questioned as never before and "designing-to-cost" is becoming

a way of life for defense contractors.

Intense management effort must be applied if technological

levels within the company are to be influenced to question

performance and treat cost as equal priority. Management must

find motivating factors for scientific and technical personnel

and not be misled by hygiene factors. The recognition element

may be of considerably more value to this group than awards or

prizes. It is interesting to note that research studies ( 9:194)

that counterindicate Herzberg's satisfier-dissatisfier theory

about job factors used populations of engineers, even though

Herzberg's earlier studies were based on engineers. This would

suggest that there exists a high degree of complexity inherent

in trying to motivate professional workers such as engineers.

I wonder whether the findings of Zaleznik, Christensen, and

Roethlisberger night not be applicable. (10:352 ) They found that

group membership or reward by the group was a major determin-

ant of worker productivity while reward by management had no

noticeable motivation effect. The company will need to con-

stantly re-evaluate the degree of success that their approach

is yielding and seek new and innovative methods if necessary.

The company is using the review board for decision making.

Of course, groups can make decisions a number of ways. Research

(11:51) has shown that on complex problem-solving tasks where
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there is a single correct answer, groups using a con3ensus

mode have been more effective than individuals (except in rare

cases). It would be valuable to know which method the bo" d

will use to make its decisions, since unanimity is unlikely

and authority rule self defeating. Major strategies for

arriving at a decision are identified by Thompson and Tuden

(12e496 ) with the suggestion that there is an appropriate

structure for each one. They predict that problems will arise

if an issue calling for one strategy is presented to a decision

unit built to exercise a different kind of strategy.

We see the use of modeling by management to predict

consequences of considered actions on life cycle ccsts. Mod-

eling has become an extremely potent tool in the hands of those

who know how to use it in management information systems (MIS).

(13I386) IBM indicates that their Life Cycle Cost model is

currently influencing design philosophy on the Trident submarine

contract and assisting in the selection of components on an

electronic warfare system contract. It appears that they have

the knowledge to exploit the value of a predictive model such

as they describe. Boulden and Buffa ( 14,21 ) argue that

models designed to assist the decision maker must be on-line

and real-time inorder to be effective, i.e., direct connection

between the decision maker and the computer with nearly instan-

taneous response, Their experience has shown that managers will

eagerly use a computer in decision making if it is fast, economi-

cal and easy to work with,
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Only time will tell whether the Life Cycle Cost model
will be actively utilized in making project decisioz.s or

whether it will become another expensive failure to marry

computers and men in the management process.
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Integrated Logistics Support (ITS) Management

IBM proposed to utilize a Weapon System Logistics Inte-

g-ation Board (WSLIB) consisting of goverznment and contractor

personnel to establish policy, sheedules and funding for the

planning and implementation of ILS. The Board would be chaired

by the Navy's Program Manager and have representatives from

Air Systems Command, Ships Systems Command and the Development

Laboratory. The IBM representative on the Board would have the

authority to commit the ;ompany .LS organization to specific

courses of action for the resolution of ILS problems. The IBM

representative would be responsible for maintainiri; an Action

Item Log and reporting the status of efforts to resolve iden-

tified problems in the ILS area.

An ILS manager was identified in the company project

office on an equal leve.L with the LAMPS Engineerinlg Manager.

The ILS manager would have a ILS planning and support engineer-

ing unit, a personnel and training unit, a technical manuals

unit, and a supply support unit. Particular emphasis was

placed on t;he fact that the M1S Manager was at an equal level

with the Engineering Manager to provide for efft.ctive integra-

tion of logistics requirements into system design.

An ILS reporting system was proposed for implementing by

IBM to track progress and status in pursuing the ILS Master

Plan. The reporting system would use a central data bank and

a Computer Interactive Network derived from existing computer

programs. The netweork would provide the capability to access
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the data bank from terminals at off-site locations. The

computerized logistic data system currently in use at IBM

for the BQQ-5 sonar would be adapted for LAMPS.

First we see the concept of a board for "strategic plan-

ning" as may occ'ir in a university with the Board of Regents

or in a hospital with the Board of Trustees. (15,120) Here

the policy would be made for implementation by functional

managers. The strategic level must relate the project objec-

tives to needs of its environment. The environment in this

case being the operational fleet units, the training commands,

the supply corp and strategic documents like the operational

requirement document or development concept paper.

Next we see a recognition of the need to provide greater

influence to logistics considerations in system design engineer-

.Lyig. However, the approach described cannot insure integration

since many of the inter-unit difficulties that arise between

e -gineers and logisticians are the product of psychological

forces.

Such forces operate in organizations toward the
establishment of informal patterns which influence and
alter formal ones. Achieving greater integration,
therefore, involves not only a rational redesign of the
formal organization, but also psychological procedures
which improve communication and mutual understanding
among the sub-zroupv within the organization, and
thereby inable them to fulfill organizational goals
more effectively. ( 16,17 )

The company project manager must observe closely the inter- i

action of these two critical, sub-units that have a tradition of

poor cooperation and take the necessary steps to create informal

parity to complement the formal parity that has been proposed.
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Lastly we see the inevitable appearance of the IBM

computer in a logistics rzporting system. The central data

bank located at IBM facilities with extraction av;ailable to

navy management through network terminals. I am concerned

about whether the system will be merely "a mechanism for

cluttering managers' desks with costly, voluminous, and

probably irrelevant printouts" ( 17s85 ) or whether it will

provide exactly the sort of information navy managers will

need. William Zani argues that an effective system, under

normal conditions, can only be born of a carefully planned,

rational design that looks down from the top, the natural

vantage point of the managers who will use it. Since navy

management is at the top, has the contractor accurately pre-

dicted top managements' needs, or will considerable change be

necessary before effectivity is achieved?

-26-
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TrackIp d and Repiortif. System

Due to the anticipation of a large volume of data

IBM proposed an automated system. This • "stem would pro-

vide concise information on the status of each major ele-

ment of performance, cost and schedule. All reports and

data items related to the contract would be monitored and

controlled.

Major milestones, conforming with the LAMPS master

schedule, would be selected to highlight significant mea-

surable points. These milestones would then remain fixed

throughout the life of the program unless the navy required

change. Progress or tracking reports were to be submitted

monthly with descriptions of accomplishments and problems.

All items in the work breakdown structure to level three

or four would be covered with Jower level reporting for

critical items of high risk.

Cost tracking would be provided directly from the com-

pany performance management system that had been certified

as complying with the Cost/Schedule Control Systems Criteria

(C/SCSC) of Department of Defense Instruction ?000.2.

The tracking and reporting system would be implem.-nted on

a computerized interactive network consisting of a common data

base located in an IBM computer center servingn multiple users

via remote terminals. A company time-sharing technique was

proposed that would use remote communicating terminals to tie
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the multifacets of the LAMPS program into a closed-loop

mati,,gement systeml. Each functional area would perform its

unique tasks, but other users would have direct access to

all data. It was recognized that strict control of inputs

would be necessary to preserve the integrity of the file.

IBM had been using this time-sharing system on other pro-

grams and seemed to have a good idea of the potential prob-

lems.

The time-sharing configuration allows consoles to be

located on the user's premises. These consoles are tied

into a large, general-purpose IBM computer (by means of

telephone lines) which can perform a variety of tasks.

Although no classified materiel would be maintained in the

data bank or transmitted over phone lines, multiple levels of

security would be applied to nrevent unauthorized persons

from access,

It became obvious in studying the automated tracking and

reporting that IB1 knows well the mechanics of implementing

such a system. The advantages of the system are quite

apparent and one is left to wonder only about any excessive

cost features. I believe the system will be of much value to

the navy project office and should serve to enhance coordina-

tion of activities between the government and the contractor.

But I feel that it will be necessary to continually challenge

the system for as Curtis Jones has noted (18,147) "the

history of the compLuter is crowded with prophecies that it
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will have a major impact on the management of enterprises.

Sn far most of this impact has failed to materialize to the

extent predicted."
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StIMPARY

I have tried to highlight some of the major elements

of iBM's management approach to the IAMI'S system prime con-

tractor task. Theii organization wai discussed with recog-

rition of the unique properties that offered success. Use

of higher managemerý:t and technical skills to augment the com-

pany project office reflected their experience with project

management and its limitations. "Projectizinj" alone was not

expected to guarantee success. Their employment of a "Mr.

Inside" and a" Mr, Outside", with the deputy project manager

located at the customer's residence is acknowledgement of the

fact that project manager's can not be in two places at the

same time, but that customer response must not suffer as a

result.

Recugnition of the magnitude of the G1'iE problems that the

system prime contractor will face is embodied in their Inter-

face ?,Manager. This position will be expected to accomplish

agreements with such major concerns as: United Aircraft and

Boeing on the helicopter; Litton Industries on the DD-063

destroyerl Path Iron Works on the rF (patrol feigate); and

Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock on the DID(N)-38 guided

missile cruiser. Also, there will be many small GFE suppliers

and sub-cor.tractors to be coordinated. The Interface Manager

must be highly accessible to encourage the interchange so

important to the system integration effort and mobile enough
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to maintain a close relationship with the distributed acti-

vitties involved.

Concern for logistics iu expressed and manifested in

their organization through the ILS manager. The need for

close coordination with the navy is acknowledged and provided

for through the Weapon System Logistics Integration Board.

It is apparent throughout that IBM, appreciates the

magnitude of the challenge presented by the LAMPS program.

It knows it must face the task of integrating GFE helicopters
with GFE ships of various types and in varying degrees of

development. It has the tools readily available from past

programs, but these tools need to be tailored to the LAMPS

requirement. Computer models and routines for tracking cost,

schedule, performance configuration and logistics must become

operational quickly. Then IB;,7 can begin to gain the visibility

and control. it will need to exercise to-tal system responsi-

bility. This is its ultimate value to the navy.

When the navy is confi'lent that IBM a ached this point,

it will be able to release laboratory personi.,ýl to concentrate

on areas of new technology. But the navy can never ignore its

ultimate responsibility for the IAMPS program and must exert

its influence upon GFE contractors to ,-arner their cooperation.

It must be able to convince them that their efforts are appre-

ciated and their contributions will be recognized. It must

make clear to organizations within the navy what the objec-

tives of the proogran, are and gain their support.

Lastly, the•'e must be a realization that all of the
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planning will be wasted if people are ignored. Personalities,

ambitions and prejudices must be overcome by an esprit that

only the navy project office can create. The programming of

people is still the main function of management and the pro-

gramming of computers is child's play by comparison.

-
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